**You can use Motivo just about anywhere.**
Dare to be different.

**Our Innovation**
**Your Inspiration**

We’re proudly introducing Motivo – tangibly textured quartz surfaces with various design patterns. Motivo is based on a patented manufacturing process, combining two types of finishes to compose an embossed 3D effect. The end result – textured surface panels which are tactile and visually captivating.

The physical properties of quartz – being non-porous, safe and hygienic, turn Motivo into a perfect finish for any savvy, well-designed interior space:

- Bathroom wall cladding
- Kitchen backsplashes
- Custom-made furniture
Creating the Perfect Touch

Motivo offers four stunning designs - delicate Lace pattern or a Crocodile pattern. Both styles are available in black and white colours to create either a fresh and urban look, or a dark and exotic style - the choice is yours.

*The patterned area of the slab for all Motivo designs is approximately 3030mm x 1420mm.

Combining Design and Function

As passionate as we are about design, we are equally committed to providing the best service and quality. This is why we’ve achieved the highest recognition for quality, safety and environmental standards.

Each and every one of our Motivo quartz slabs is carefully inspected to make sure it meets the stringent international quality standards.

Low Maintenance Decor for Modern Living

Keeping your Motivo textured surfaces looking great is easy - no need to seal, polish or wax - just a mild detergent is all you need to maintain their long lasting luster.

A home is more than just a space. It’s a place where you can be yourself, express who you are. We’re here to make all that - possible.

*Shades and pricing of actual product may vary from printed sample.